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Dining
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Welcome to a destination designed with your modern meeting in mind. A LEED® Silver Certified
hotel. A tech-savvy environment, where guests find lightning fast DS3 Internet in every room.
And a convenient location, directly connected to the Georgia International Convention Center, with
easy access to Atlanta’s downtown. It’s all just one stop from Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International
Airport via complimentary ATL SkyTrain, at Atlanta Airport Marriott® Gateway.
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Spread out in one of 403 well-appointed, sound proof guest rooms. Store your snacks in
the fridge and choose from a wide range of premium television channels on our flat-panel HDTVs.
Or just kick back and relax with Marriott’s fully-integrated Plug-In Technology panel that lets you
connect your laptop, MP3 player and more. And after a restful night’s sleep in Marriott’s Revive®
Bedding, brew up a fresh cup of coffee before heading downstairs to take on the day.
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ROOM FOR Luxury.
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Reward yourself, and your VIPs, with 18 brilliantly-appointed, 1-½-bath, spacious suites. Prep for the day
and catch the news on your in-mirror bathroom television, available in many suites. Finish your presentation
in style at your high-tech ergonomic workstation. Then entertain colleagues as you serve up cocktails from
your personal wet bar and offer chilled snacks from your in-room fridge. With a flat-panel HDTV and Marriott’s
fully-integrated Plug-In Technology panel, you’ve got everything you need to stay connected—while your
luxurious private bedroom provides the perfect environment to relax, recharge and take on another day.
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Plan a perfect event with 21 meeting rooms and over 21,000 square feet of flexible, versatile
space—including our 12,000 square-foot Gateway Ballroom, the largest hotel ballroom in the
airport area. Allow our Meeting Specialists to handle every detail while our expert culinary staff
cooks up a customized menu to suit every taste. And if you need a little more space, we’re connected
to 300,000 square feet of it at the Georgia International Convention Center—a state-of-the-art
meeting destination hosting many of Atlanta’s conventions and events.
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LEED Silver Certified, Atlanta Airport Marriott Gateway sets a new standard for Green meetings.
Our white roof reduces heat absorption, while innovative landscaping cuts water consumption by
50%. Guest rooms were designed to maximize water and energy efficiency, and constructed using
environmentally-friendly carpets, sealants and wall coverings. Even the hotel’s location was carefully
planned to put guests just two minutes from the airport via complimentary ATL SkyTrain, and steps
from downtown Atlanta via MARTA rail.
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A MENU FOR EVERY TASTE.
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Connect with colleagues and friends in the spacious, comfortable open lobby and high-energy bar,
where a unique menu offers breakfast, lunch, or dinner in a casual atmosphere. Get the group together
for our daily breakfast buffet at Champions Restaurant & Bar, then come back after the meeting to
catch the game on one of our 28 flat-screen HDTVs and order up lunch or dinner while enjoying over
60 beers, including 14 on tap. Or enjoy contemporary American cuisine from the comfort of your own
room with our full menu of room service offerings.
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Arrive by ATL SkyTrain or park in one of hundreds of spaces in our covered garage. Step into a stylish lobby
and pick up the keys to your Hertz rental car before checking into your room. Then grab a workout in our 24/7
state-of-the-art fitness center. Re-energize with a swim in the indoor saline pool. Take care of any last-minute
details at our full-service Business Center. Relax in our concierge lounge. Enjoy complimentary WiFi in all
public areas throughout the hotel, and even a real-time flight board to check your airline departures. If you’re
looking for the ultimate in meeting convenience, you won’t have to look far to find it here.
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